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Switzerland Global Enterprise (S-GE) guides its clients on 
the path to new markets. On behalf of the Swiss Confed-
eration (State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO) and 
the Swiss cantons, S-GE promotes exports and invest-
ments by helping its clients to realize new potential for 
their international businesses and thus to strengthen 
Switzerland as an economic hub. As the driver of a global 
network of experts and as a trusted and strong partner  
to clients, cantons and the Swiss government, S-GE is the 
first point of contact in Switzerland for all questions 
relating to internationalization. 

S-GE is represented abroad by Swiss Business Hubs. 
These local teams are based at a Swiss Embassy or Swiss 
Consulate-General. The Swiss Business Hubs support 
Swiss companies expanding their activities in their respec-
tive countries and inform foreign companies about the 
advantages of Switzerland as a business location. All hubs 
have a first-rate network of contacts abroad on account  
of their official status.



Dear Sir or Madam,

Thanks to outstanding innovations, Swiss companies are among the world market 
leaders in many sectors. These companies are strongly networked internation-
ally, and emerging markets as well as the growing middle class continue to drive 
growth. Yet mature markets also continue to play a key role in SMEs’ internation-
alization strategies and constitute the backbone of most of their export business.  

However, these markets are highly competitive; their niches are often occupied, 
and digital technologies are highly advanced. Added to this are uncertainties 
on the world market and the rising number of trade barriers. We at Switzerland 
Global Enterprise accompany Swiss and Liechtenstein companies on their path 
into new markets and help them to master these challenges. Our experts provide 
SMEs with sound information to help them successfully gain a foothold in a new 
market or to continue to grow in an existing target country.   

At the same time, foreign companies that create significant added value bring 
their innovativeness to this country and place orders with native companies, 
thereby creating jobs. Internationally renowned names in the leading industry 
clusters of life sciences, MEM and ICT contribute to the competitiveness of the 
Swiss economy. But Switzerland also offers ideal conditions for new business in 
the areas of fintech and robotics.

In addition to our Swiss offices in Zurich, Renens and Lugano, we are present all 
over the world in 22 Swiss Business Hubs and five Trade Points, where we provide 
comprehensive advice to Swiss exporters and foreign investors. These locations 
in the Swiss embassies and consulates general are the best door openers for Swiss 
companies and the first port of call for potential investors. In Switzerland and 
abroad, we can also rely on an extensive network of partners and experts.

Whether coming from, or coming to Switzerland, we support you in the interna-
tionalization of your value chain in both directions.

DANIEL KÜNG
CEO
Switzerland Global Enterprise
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Foreword

DANIEL KÜNG
CEO Switzerland Global Enterprise



S-GE is represented abroad by Swiss Business Hubs. In several countries these 
hubs are supplemented by local offices. In others the activities of the Swiss 
Business Hubs are administered by trade points. The majority of these local teams 
are based at a Swiss Embassy or Swiss Consulate-General. In certain countries, 
the bilateral chambers of trade or other organizations take on this role. Following an 
initial consulting session in Switzerland, the Swiss Business Hubs are the next 
point of contact for customers in the export country concerned. In addition, these 
hubs are responsible for promoting Switzerland as a business location abroad. 
All hubs have a first-rate network of contacts abroad on account of their official 
status. As a publicly funded and non-profit organization, S-GE always acts in an 
objective and neutral manner.

FACTS AND FIGURES 2018
– 22 Swiss business hubs
– Projects implemented in around 60 countries
– 224 companies supported at trade fairs (SWISS pavilion) abroad
– 5,225 companies supported in implementing their export projects
– 216 foreign companies with potential for relocation referred to cantons

Corporate

CORPORATE 2018

105
employees  

in Switzerland

2,318
members

s-ge.com/members

 Swiss Business Hubs

 Trade Points

	 	Additional	Offices



Working on behalf of the Swiss Confederation 

(State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO), S-GE 

acts as a first point of contact for internationali-

zation, to help Swiss companies, especially SMEs, 

to identify and develop new business potential  

on a worldwide basis. It provides regular informa-

tion about relevant trends in the global markets, 

as well as professional advice and support in find-

ing contacts and partners, and identifying new 

business opportunities.

GREAT SUPPORT FROM THE OUTSET
Our country advisers and sector experts will help you take the right steps  
to prepare for exporting. From pinpointing the right target market through to 
professional selection of distribution partners, customers and authorities –  
we will help you prepare for successful market entry and develop your target 
market quickly, profitably and sustainably.

Take advantage of our events on countries, sectors and relevant issues, brought to 
you by specialists in the field. You can get authoritative advice on every target 
country, either in personal interviews or at a country consulting session, which 
we can offer free of charge thanks to our public funding. We will also provide 
support on the ground: for example, entrepreneur visits which give the opportunity 
to meet distribution partners and potential customers, and exchange infor-
mation with other SMEs.

MEMBERS BENEFIT
Members benefit from attractive pricing on chargeable services and exclusive 
offers. Membership facilitates and promotes exchange and networking among 
decision-makers in internationally oriented SMEs. s-ge.com/members

EXPORTHELP – YOUR FIRST PORT OF CALL
Do you have questions about customs duties, value-added tax or designations of 
origin? Our ExportHelp team is there as your first point of contact to offer a 
helping hand with technical questions relating to exporting. Qualified specialists 
with many years’ experience and proven expertise answer over 2,000 queries a 
year. Get a free consultation, either via our online chat at s-ge.com, via email 
(exporthelp@s-ge.com) or by calling 0844 811 812.

TRADE FAIRS: THE TIMELESS SUCCESS FACTOR
Our SWISS Pavilion at trade fairs across the world offer SMEs the opportunity to 
present their own products and services to a wide audience under the umbrella 
brand of “Switzerland”. We will provide support before, during and after the trade 
fair with administration and organization so you can concentrate your resources  
on your core business. Make the initial contact with potential distributors and 
customers, and test their interest. And our Mini SWISS Pavilion offer a cost-effi-
cient, uncomplicated way of taking a first step toward new opportunities. Get a 
personal insight into new markets without long preparations. 

YOUR INTERNATIONALIZATION PARTNER
Irrespective of whether you are exporting for the first time or want to build  
an international presence, S-GE provides support during different stages of 
development and in planning and realizing the next steps. In addition to our 
country and sector know-how, we offer a unique global network.

Export Promotion
INFORMATION
ADVICE
NETWORKING
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EXPORT PROMOTION 2018

2,225
consulting sessions  

with Swiss SMEs

100
Trade and Investment  

Officers outside  
Switzerland

5,225
Swiss companies  

supported



“Thanks to Switzerland Global Enterprise, we were able  
to review the potential of the target markets of Japan and 
Mexico and to develop our export strategy.”
Tobias Gerfin, CEO, Kuhn Rikon

Kuhn	Rikon	has	produced	cookware	since	1899.	The	Swiss	brand	manufacturer	thrills	the	culinary	world	
with	innovative	products	for	preparing,	serving,	and	enjoying	food.	The	Swiss	family	company,	whose	
main	office	is	in	Rikon,	operates	subsidiary	companies	in	Great	Britain,	Spain,	and	the	USA.	



“Through the collaboration with S-GE, we offer our  
member companies participation in a unique, worldwide 
network.”
Jasmin	Schmid,	Head	of	Economy	and	Statistics,	Swiss	Textile	Federation	(TVS)

“Thanks to Switzerland Global Enterprise, we found the 
ideal distribution partner on our joint business trip and 
now we can really get started in South Korea.”
Goetz Winter, CEO, Louis Widmer SA

“Every year, the Aussenwirtschaftsforum offers our 
customers three significant advantages. The event is an 
ideal platform for networking. The Forum attracts top 
speakers who give companies fresh impetus and ideas.  
The country advisers who attend are the third plus: our  
customers can network and exchange ideas with the  
experts from S-GE.”
Andreas	Gerber,	Head	of	SME	Business	Switzerland,	Credit	Suisse	(Schweiz)	AG,	Premium	Partner	of	
Switzerland Global Enterprise
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 OUR FOCUS SECTORS 2019
–  Food
–  ICT
–  Life sciences
–  MEM
– Cleantech

 FOCUS ON GROWTH SECTORS
We have extensive knowledge of key international growth sectors and are cons- 
tantly monitoring the markets. Thanks to our close contact with export- 
oriented companies and worldwide presence in key markets for Switzerland’s 
export industry, we always have our finger on the pulse of current develop- 
ments and are able to open the right doors and provide valuable contacts. 

 INDUSTRY KNOW-HOW THROUGH COOPERATION WITH  
ASSOCIATIONS
The associations of the most important Swiss exporting industries are also mem- 
bers of S-GE. By working closely with them, we are able to offer our clients an  
ideal combination of internationalization know-how and industry intelligence.

ATTRACTIVE EVENTS: AUSSENWIRTSCHAFTSFORUM, COUNTRY 
EVENTS AND S-GE IMPULSE EVENTS
Acquire in-depth knowledge of foreign markets and take advantage of our events 
to expand your network. Get first-hand information and draw on the experience  
of other entrepreneurs at our country events and “Impulse Events”. For example 
at the Aussenwirtschaftsforum: every spring you can make the most of the 
opportunity to meet 600 decision-makers from export-oriented Swiss SMEs.



“Switzerland offers the best financial and regulatory 
environment in the world and consequently the greatest 
level of protection for our customers’ bitcoins.”
Wences	Casares,	CEO,	Xapo

Xapo	is	an	American	company	that	provides	safe	storage	for	the	digital	currency	bitcoin.	It	is	the	largest	
bitcoin	manager	in	the	world	and	is	growing	rapidly.	The	head	office	of	the	company	is	in	Zug.	



216
potential corporate 

relocations referred  
to the cantons

67
events in ten  

target markets

LOCATION WITH MANY ADVANTAGES
Switzerland is one of the most competitive business locations in the world. 
Innovative strength and technology, a liberal economic system, political stability 
and close ties with foreign markets, excellent education and health systems, 
outstand- 
ing infrastructure and high quality of life, plus a competitive tax system – all good 
reasons for companies to establish themselves in Switzerland.

LEADING INDUSTRY CLUSTERS
– Life Sciences (chemicals, pharma, medtech, biotech)
– ICT (information and communications technology)
– MEM (machinery, electrical engineering, metals)

HIGH INNOVATION POTENTIAL – STRONG EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Well-qualified, skilled workers with wide-ranging language skills and high inno- 
vation potential are Switzerland’s greatest assets. The basis is provided by a  
strong educational system, a competitive research landscape and world-leading 
industry clusters. 
 
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STABILITY
Switzerland is politically and economically stable; the federal political system is a 
formula for a high level of investment security. With low unemployment, low 
inflation, low capital costs, a stable currency, a positive investment climate and a 
healthy capital market, as well as solid purchasing power and moderate levels  
of taxation, the Swiss economy is one of the most liberal and competitive in the 
world. Gross domestic product is significantly higher than the EU average.

QUALITY OF LIFE
According to the Mercer rankings, Zurich, Geneva, Basel and Bern belong to the 
ten cities with the highest quality of life worldwide. Whether the measure is 
income, schooling or security, both urban and rural areas of Switzerland 
regularly achieve top grades. Other considerations are the unspoilt natural 
environment, the diversity of landscape, a first-class health system and reliable 
infrastructure.

As part of its remit from the Swiss Confederation 

(State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO)  

and the cantons, S-GE provides potential foreign  

investors with information about the particular 

strengths and operating conditions of Switzerland 

as a business location. Its services for foreign 

companies include assessing the potential of their 

projects before they are presented to the cantons. 

S-GE assists the cantons by presenting Switzer-

land as a business location abroad and by coordi-

nating the activities of all the bodies involved.

Investment Promotion
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
SECURITY AND TRUST
ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE

INVESTMENT  
PROMOTION 2018
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“Thanks to Switzerland Global Enterprise, we  
received essential data and insights for strategically 
attacking the US market and rapidly gained  
foothold in this export market.”
Cédric	Morel,	CEO,	Sensile	Technologies	SA

Sensile	Technologies	from	the	canton	of	Vaud	has	been	a	leading	provider	of	solutions	for	remote	
monitoring	of	tanks	and	meters	for	the	oil	and	gas	industry	since	2001.	The	technology	is	manufac-
tured	in	Switzerland	and	helps	to	reduce	CO2	emissions.	More	than	60,000	of	these	systems	are	
installed	on	tanks	in	more	than	60	countries.



In the framework of an additional mandate from 

the Federal Office for the Environment FOEN, the 

Swiss Federal Office of Energy SFOE and the State 

Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO, the inter-

national position of the Swiss export economy in 

the growing global market for Cleantech is being 

promoted, and companies across all industries are 

being offered assistance in identifying and taking 

advantage of Cleantech opportunities abroad. 

There are considerable export chances for cleantech companies in many markets, 
not least because numerous countries support cleantech initiatives and Swiss 
technology enjoys an excellent reputation in this area. Switzerland Global Enter-
prise supports them throughout the entire internationalization process.

1. SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND EXPERTISE
Swiss cleantech companies can receive information from different regions of the 
world, countries, and sectors. In addition, S-GE informs companies about new 
business opportunities and options for support to make new business a success.

2. CLEANTECH COMPANY DATABASE
Cleantech companies can register themselves in the official Swiss cleantech 
community platform: the Cleantech CUBE. The registration and use is free of 
charge for Swiss SMEs. The purpose of the CUBE is to be the support for targeted 
services for companies based on their profiles which include; main focuses and 
market interests by country. The information also helps as official offices of the 
Confederation (Embassies, Swiss Business Hubs, SFOE) can use this information 
to provide business opportunities to companies. 

3. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION AND NETWORKING
S-GE offers a complimentary initial consulting session, and also takes on consulting 
mandates for a fee. Interested Swiss SMEs receive help networking with other 
countries in Switzerland and abroad. If needed, the Swiss Business Hubs, S-GE’s 
official branch offices, provide additional support in the target country.

4. PERSONAL CONTACTS
S-GE organizes events in Switzerland and abroad to make active networking 
possible. This exchange makes it possible for companies to make connections 
with other company representatives and gain first-hand experience.

5. EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE
S-GE sees itself as an exchange platform whose goal is to better network cleantech 
companies, professional associations, and cantonal offices. These offers promote 
the exchange of experience and strengthen cooperation. Joint export projects are 
one possible result.

6. MEMBERSHIP IN S-GE
Cleantech companies can also benefit from a membership.
s-ge.com/members

FURTHER INFORMATION
s-ge.com/cube

Cleantech

CLEANTECH 2018

516 
cleantech companies 

registered in the CUBE

80
cleantech 

export projects
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Switzerland Global Enterprise
Stampfenbachstrasse 85
CH-8006 Zürich
T +41 44 365 51 51

Switzerland Global Enterprise
Corso Elvezia 16
CH-6901 Lugano
T +41 91 601 86 86

Switzerland Global Enterprise
Chemin du Closel 3
CH-1020 Renens
T +41 21 545 94 94

s-ge.com
info@s-ge.com

Social Media
Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter:

Export
s-ge.com/linkedin
twitter.com/sge

Invest
s-ge.com/linkedin-invest
twitter.com/investCH

PREMIUM PARTNER

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

OFFICIAL PROGRAM


